
Delivering clean consistent primary or back-up power to any location.

EWX SOLAR MODULE



The 10’x20’ mobile container supplies integrated reliable, redundant solar 
and battery power with generator backup. Each module includes battery 
banks, solar panels, inverters, and a generator. Depending on your energy 
needs, you can have one module or multiple modules that can be 
combined to meet your energy requirements.

Reliable and Scalable solar power Redundancy via generator 
Mobile energy that moves with you Round the clock remote monitoring 
Cost avoidance (Fuel, Rentals, Services)  Noise abatement and safety improvements 
Potential Investment Tax Credit (ITC) up to 26% Carbon capture to meet ESG reporting goals 
Reduce carbon footprint 24 x 365 customer service and support

BENEFITS — there’s not just one

Proven Components 
Deployed in 30 minutes by one person 
Multiple solution configurations 
Modular battery system 
Onsite maintenance and support 
Remote battery and unit monitoring 
Bonded and insured

1 to 80kW of continuous power 
99kW spike power draw (5 seconds) 
240 VAC split phase or 208 VAC 3 phase 
Reduce or eliminate generator time 
Weight: 14,000 lbs Broader power ranges available 

with multi-module deployments

Each Solar Module delivers:

The SOLAR Module can reliably meet your power requirements. Call today to 
receive a detailed technical optimization review for your specific requirements. 

Call 800.339.4352 or email info@ewx.solar

Solar Module — Overview

SOLAR MODULE — energy in a box

Delivered via a trailer or forklift to your remote location, the Solar 
Module can be deployed by a single individual and provide power 
within 30 minutes.

ONLINE — in minutes

Man camp power and pad lighting 
Telecommunications power 
Upstream, Mid-Stream, and Downstream  
Chemical & Petrochemical Industries 
Off grid building power  
Disaster recovery 
Construction 
…and many others

APPLICATIONS

— field tested solution

Solar Module — Overview
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EWX Solar Solutions started in oil and gas and are now expanding to deliver clean consistent power to 
additional industries, such as: telecom, Chemical & Petrochemical Industries. 

Energy supply is the core of EWX activities and the company has been in operation since July of 2019 
supplying integrated solar, battery with generator backup energy services for well pad lighting and man 
camp power as well as primary power for fiber optic networking equipment all across Texas.  The 
services supplied by EWX are a patent pending blend of equipment, maintenance, operational support 
and advisory services.  All combined to offer a turn-key, fully monitored and controlled  solution for EWX 
customers.  

As the initial deployment of services delivered by EWX evolved, EWX identified system and 
operational efficiencies by implementing predictive modeling and advanced component selection to 
maximize solar, reduce generator run time and allow for safe and rapid deployment of the solar arrays 
by a single individual.  

At the core of the success that EWX has experienced in its first deployments has been a dedicated and 
trained team of engineering and support personnel working with the product suppliers and the end 
user.  This has resulted in the capture of a tremendous amount of knowledge related to the true needs of 
the operator as well as allowing for additional cost savings, higher performance levels and tremendous 
customer satisfaction.   

EWX is the smart choice for off-grid locations.  Focusing on efficiency and environment, the company 
offers a rare accumulation of experience, innovation and opportunity.
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Call today to receive a detailed technical optimization review for your specific requirements. 

Call 800.339.4352 or email info@ewx.solar
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